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After considering other locations within Japan,
the Kamioka mine was determined to be the most
suitable location for the experiment for many
reasons. The Kamiokande experiment had been
successfully completed and made significant phy-
sics contributions; the mine was still in operation
with existing facilities (electricity, water, air ducts,
drains, communications); its rock structure was
well known and very stable. A suitable site was
identified within the mine for the new experiment,
close to the existing main tunnel; thus it would
not be necessary to excavate a new tunnel, whose
cost would be a substantial fraction of the total
budget.

The Super-Kamiokande project was approved
by the Japanese Ministry of Education, Science,
Sports and Culture in 1991 for total funding of
approximately $100M. The US portion of the
proposal, which was primarily to build the OD
system, was approved by the US Department of
Energy in 1993 for $3M. In addition the US has
also contributed about 2000 20 cm PMTs recycled
from the IMB experiment.

Excavation of the cavity started in 1991, and
detector construction was completed by Decem-
ber, 1995. Super-Kamiokande was successfully
commissioned and began operations on April 1,
1996, as scheduled. By May 1, 1996, minor initial
problems with the DAQ were cleared up and data
taking began in earnest. While earlier data are
valid, the large number of interrupted runs
collected in April, 1996 are normally discarded
for convenience in physics analyses except for
analyses of upward-going muons. Fig. 3 shows the
construction timeline.

A general view of the detector and other
facilities is shown in Fig. 4. In the inset at the
right bottom corner, a sectional view of Mt.
Ikenoyama is shown, with Super-Kamiokande
almost directly under the peak where the tunnels
merge.

The cavity which houses the 50 kton tank is
located near the mine’s main horizontal truck
tunnel, which is 1800m long at approximately
350m altitude above mean sea level, as shown in
Fig. 5. The Atotsu tunnel, named after the river
near its entrance, provides access to the tank top,
with its electronics huts and calibration equip-

ment, as well as the experiment control room, a
separate cavity housing the water purification
system, toilet facilities, and a parking area for
mine vehicles. A branch tunnel winds downward
around the tank and provides access to the
pressure hatch at the tank bottom. Additional
halls for the electron LINAC located above and
behind the main tank cavity and for equipment
storage are also provided.

The main tunnel also provides access to other
experiments at the Kamioka Observatory such as
KamLAND. As a safety backup the experimental
areas can also be reached by mine train from the
mine company’s surface facilities in Higashi–
Mozumi village.
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Fig. 3. Super-Kamiokande construction schedule.

Fig. 4. A sketch of the Super-Kamiokande detector site, under
Mt. Ikenoyama.
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and Boltzmann equations [44, 45]. We employ state-of-
the-art neutrino interaction rates [24, 45] and relativistic
gravity and redshift corrections [44, 46].
The RbR+ description assumes the neutrino momen-

tum distribution to be axisymmetric around the radial
direction everywhere, implying that the neutrino fluxes
are radial. The detectable energy-dependent neutrino
emission from the hemisphere facing an observer is de-
termined with a post-processing procedure that includes
projection and limb-darkening effects [30]. We will use
the 27M⊙ model as our benchmark case because its prop-
erties have been published [15]. Details of the other two
simulations will be provided elsewhere [47]. All simula-
tions used artificial random density perturbations of 0.1%
amplitude on the whole numerical grid to seed the growth
of hydrodynamic instabilities. None of the models had
exploded at the end of the computation runs.
Detector signal.—In the largest operating detectors,

IceCube and Super-K, neutrinos are primarily detected
by inverse beta decay, ν̄e+p → n+e+, through Cherenkov
radiation of the positron. We represent the neutrino
emission spectra in the form of Gamma distributions
[48, 49]. We estimate the neutrino signal following the
IceCube Collaboration [37], accounting for a ∼13% dead-
time effect for background reduction. We use a cross sec-
tion that includes recoil effects and other corrections [50],
overall reducing the detection rate by 30% relative to ear-
lier studies [20, 21, 51]. On the other hand, we increase
the rate by 6% to account for detection channels other
than inverse beta decay [37].
We assume an average background of 0.286 ms−1 for

each of the 5160 optical modules, i.e., an overall back-
ground rate of Rbkgd = 1.48× 103 ms−1, comparable to
the signal rate for a SN at 10 kpc. The IceCube data ac-
quisition system has been upgraded since the publication
of Ref. [37] so that the full neutrino time sequence will
be available instead of time bins.
IceCube will register in total around 106 events above

background for a SN at 10 kpc, to be compared with
around 104 events for Super-K (fiducial mass 32 kton),
i.e., IceCube has superior statistics. On the other hand,
the future Hyper-K will have a fiducial mass of 740 kton,
providing a background-free signal of roughly 1/3 the Ice-
Cube rate. Therefore, Hyper-K can have superior signal
statistics, depending on SN distance. In addition, it has
event-by-event energy information which we do not use
for our simple comparison.
Signal modulation in the 27M⊙ model.—To get a first

impression of the neutrino signal modulation we consider
our published 27M⊙ model [15], meanwhile simulated
until ∼550 ms. This model shows clear SASI activity at
120–260ms. At ∼220ms a SASI spiral mode sets in and
remains largely confined to an almost stable plane, which
is not aligned with the polar grid of the simulation. We
select an observer in this plane in a favorable direction
and show the expected IceCube signal in the top panel
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FIG. 1: Detection rate for our 27 M⊙ SN progenitor, upper
panels for IceCube, bottom one for Hyper-K. The observer
direction is chosen for strong signal modulation, except for
the second panel (minimal modulation). Upper two panels:
IceCube rate at 10 kpc for ν̄e (no flavor conversion) and for
ν̄x (complete flavor conversion). The lower two panels include
a random shot-noise realization, 5ms bins, for the indicated
SN distances. For IceCube also the background fluctuations
without a SN signal are shown.

of Fig. 1. One case assumes the signal to be caused by
anti-neutrinos emitted as ν̄e at the source, i.e., we ignore
flavor conversions. The other case takes into account
complete flavor conversion so that the signal is caused by
ν̄x, i.e., a combination of ν̄µ and ν̄τ . Both cases reveal
large signal modulations with a clear periodicity.
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• at 10 kpc: 50 k – 80 k events per tank 
(hierarchy-dependent) in ~10 s 

• precise event-by-event 
time & energy information 

➔ detailed information on SN  
explosion mechanism (e.g.  SASI ) 

• most sensitive to νe̅ 
(~90% inverse beta decay on H) 

• directionality: ~1° (via ν+e-scattering)
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genevts.py:

• handle options 
(detector, I/O file 
names, interaction 
channels, mass 
hierarchy)

➔ https://github.com/JostMigenda/sntools

$ python genevts.py --hierarchy=normal --channel=ibd --detector=HyperK --verbose
                                inverted         es             SuperK
                                noosc            o16e
                                                 o16eb
                                                 all

sntools

genevts.py
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IBD ES νeO νe̅O

…

https://github.com/JostMigenda/sntools
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“Plugins”: 
• neutrino flux: different input file formats, energy spectrum 

• interaction channel: differential cross section, 
directionality, energy threshold, …
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Table 2
Percentage difference between our full result and various approximations for ν̄e (above) and νe (below) total cross-sections. A negative (positive)
sign means that a certain cross-section is an over(under)-estimate. It is easy to implement approximations made with ⋆ ⋆ ⋆, while implementing
those marked with a ⋆ is not much simpler than performing a full computation

Eν , MeV 2.5 5 10 20 40 80 160
Percentage difference in σ (ν̄ep → nē)

(1) Naïve ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ −3.9 −5.8 −9.9 −19 −38 −84 −210
(2) Naïve+ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 0 0.3 −0.2 0.4 0.2 0.5 −0.9
(3) Vogel and Beacom ⋆⋆ 0 0 0.3 1.2 5.6 28 150
(4) NLO in Eν/mp ⋆ 0 0 0 0 0.1 1.5 13
(5) Horowitz ⋆⋆ −370 −83 −32 −14 −6.4 −3.0 −1.3
(6) Llewellyn-Smith+ ⋆ −13 −2.1 −0.5 −0.1 0 0 0
(7) LS+VB ⋆ 0.5 0.1 0 0 0 0 0

Percentage difference in σ (νen → pe)

(1) Naïve ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ −1.7 −1.5 −1.0 −0.4 0.2 −1.5 −14
(4) NLO in Eν/mp ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 0 0 0 −0.1 −0.5 −2.4 −12
(5) Horowitz ⋆⋆ 56 37 22 12 6.3 3.2 1.6
(6) Llewellyn-Smith+ ⋆ −3.9 −1.2 −0.3 −0.1 0 0 0

(1) The naïve low-energy approximation (see, e.g., [13])

(24)σ ≈ 9.52× 10−44 peEe

MeV2
!

cm2
"

, Ee = Eν ± ∆ for ν̄e and νe,

obtained by normalizing the leading-order result to the neutron lifetime, overestimates σ (ν̄ep) especially at
high energy. It is not recommended for analyzes of supernova neutrinos, nor for precise studies of reactor ν̄e.
The naïve σ (νen), instead, agrees well with the exact cross-section.

(2) A simple approximation which agrees with our full result within few per-mille for Eν ! 300 MeV is

(25)σ (ν̄ep) ≈ 10−43!cm2
"

peEeE
−0.07056+0.02018 lnEν−0.001953 ln3Eν
ν , Ee = Eν − ∆,

where all energies are expressed in MeV.
(3) The low-energy approximation of Vogel and Beacom [4] (which include first order corrections in ε = Eν/mp,

given only for antineutrinos) is very accurate at low energies (Eν ! 60 MeV), however underestimates the
number of supernova IBD neutrino events at highest energies by 10%. Higher order terms in ε happen to be
dominant already at Eν " 135 MeV, where the expansion breaks down giving a negative cross-section [4,14].

(4) The NLO low-energy approximation, defined by Eq. (10), can be used from low energies up to the energies
relevant for supernova ν̄e detection. (We expand the squared amplitude in ε but, unlike Vogel and Beacom we
treat kinematics exactly, so that some higher-order terms are included in our NLO cross-section.)

(5) The high-energy approximation of Horowitz [14], obtained from the Llewellyn-Smith formulae settingme = 0,
was not tailored to be used below ∼ 10 MeV, and it is not precise in the region relevant for supernova neutrino
detection; however, it is presumably adequate to describe supernova neutrino transport.

(6) The Llewellyn-Smith high-energy approximation, improved adding mn ̸= mp in s, t, u, but not inM is very
accurate at all energies relevant for supernova neutrinos, failing only at the lowest energies. As proved in
Section 2, this is a consequence of the absence in |M2| of corrections of order ∆/mp.

(7) Finally, approximation (6) can be improved by including also the dominant low-energy effects in the amplitude
M, as discussed in Section IIB of [4]. With respect to our full result, this amounts to neglect ∆ and me in
A,B,C, Eq. (6), and reinsert part of them modifyingA → A− 4M2∆2C. This approximation agrees with our
full result within few per mille.

Inverse Beta Decay

• cross section: Strumia/Vissani, arXiv:astro-ph/0302055 

• NLO in Eν/mp,  radiative corrections
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In Table VIII, we list the total neutrino-electron scat-
tering cross sections for the neutrino sources we have
considered here for both electron and muon neutrinos.
These are obtained by convolving the neutrino spectra
from each source with the neutrino-electron scattering
cross section. Radiative corrections as well as the up-
dated value of sin 0~ are included in the calculation.
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For precise solar neutrino-electron scattering experi-
ments, radiative corrections should be taken into account
in analyzing the total rates. The dominant v -e scatter-
ing cross sections are decreased by about 2'Fo by radiative
corrections.
The shape of the electron recoil spectrum produced by

the scattering of B solar neutrinos is decreased by about
4%%up at the highest electron energies. This effect should be
included when analyzing future neutrino-electron scat-
tering experiments for the shape of the electron recoil-
energy spectrum.
If the shape of this spectruin can be measured ac-

curately, the result will constitute a direct test of elec-
troweak theory independent of solar models and will also
constitute a way to discriminate among difFerent pro-
posed particle-physics solutions that invoke physics be-
yond the standard electroweak model.
The analysis software for future experiments should

take account of the fact that the photons produced by
the radiative corrections (see the Appendixes) are more
strongly peaked in the forward direction than are the
Cherenkov photons. In fact, the photons from radia-
tive corrections will have an angular distribution simi-
lar to the well-known forward peaking of the electrons in
neutrino-electron scattering (see, for example, [11]).The
recoil energy of the electrons should be calculated pri-
marily from the photons in the much wider Cherenkov
cone (vrith appropriate corrections for incompleteness)
to avoid confusing photons from the radiative corrections
with photons from the Cherenkov light. The shape of the
electron recoil spectrum for incident p-p and Be neutri-
nos is not appreciably afFected by radiative corrections.
Radiative corrections will also afFect the shape of the

electron recoil spectrum produced when neutrinos are
captured by nuclei. The efI'ects analogous to those that
we have calculated in this paper must, therefore, be eval-
uated for neutrinos captured by deuterium, the SNO ex-
periment [5], and for neutrinos captured by argon, the
ICARUS experiment [7].

would like to thank P. Gambino and M. Passera for car-
rying out the numerical checks described in Appendix B.

APPENDIX A: RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS
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where I is the electron mass, T = E —m is the kinetic
energy of recoil of the electron, q is the incident neutrino
energy, and z = T/q. We adopt G~ = 1.16639 x 10
GeV and sin 0~(mz) = 0.2317 [19].
For v -e scattering,

g,'"."'(T) = p„'~ [-,' —~i""i(T)»n' g~(~z)] —1,
(A2)

p ' = 1.0126 + 0.0016 . (A3)

The function K, ~ "~ is

Icl" "l(T) = 0.9791+0.0097I(T) + 0.0025, (A4)

where

We outline in this section the calculation of radiative
corrections for neutrino-electron scattering: v~+ e ~ v~+
e (t = e, p). The basic result for v-e scattering is
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3. Oxygen as a Target

Another important reaction is the charged-current νe

absorption on oxygen [39, 40]. The dominant channels
are

νe + 16O → 15O + p + e−, (B3)

νe + 16O → 15O∗ + p + γ + e−, (B4)

νe + 16O → 14N∗ + p + p + e− . (B5)

While these reactions cause far fewer events in a wa-
ter Cherenkov detector than inverse beta decay, they do
not have final-state neutrons and thus cannot be tagged.
Therefore, in a detector configuration with efficient neu-
tron tagging, these reactions provide the dominant back-
ground to the directional electron scattering reactions.

The neutrino energy threshold in these reactions is ap-
proximately 15 MeV. The total cross section, summed
over all channels, has been tabulated for the range
15 ≤ Eν ≤ 100 MeV [40]. Directly above thresh-
old the cross section is very small. We find that for
25 ≤ Eν ≤ 100 MeV the tabulated cross sections are
nicely represented by the analytic fit

σ
!

νe + 16O → X + e−
"

=

4.7 × 10−40 cm2

#

$

Eν

MeV

%1/4

− 151/4

&6

. (B6)

For an accurate determination of the detector response
one needs the differential distribution of final-state e−

energies and angular directions for a given incident Eν .
Ref. [39] provides extensive plots of such distributions
after folding them with thermal Eν distributions. This
information is too indirect for our purposes. Therefore,
we limit our investigation to a schematic implementation
of this process where we assume that in every reaction the
final-state energy is Ee = Eν − 15 MeV. For the angular
distribution we assume

dσ

d cosϑ
= 1 −

1 + (Ee/25 MeV)4

3 + (Ee/25 MeV)4
cosϑ , (B7)

where ϑ is the angle between incident νe and final-state
e−. This means that for small energies the angular distri-
bution is proportional to 1− 1

3 cosϑ while for large ener-
gies it is 1− cosϑ, i.e. it becomes more backward peaked
for high energies. Our schematic approach roughly mim-
ics the behavior shown in Ref. [39]. Since the oxygen
cross section is very energy dependent, the contribution
of this reaction to the pointing accuracy depends sensi-
tively on the neutrino energy spectrum and is thus very
uncertain anyway.

Another potentially important class of charged-current
reactions is [39, 40]

ν̄e + 16O → X + e+ . (B8)

However, the contribution to the detector signal is some-
what smaller than caused by the above νe reactions.

Moreover, the ν̄e reactions typically involve final-state
neutrons and thus are rejected by neutron tagging. One
exception is

ν̄e + 16O → 16N + e+ , (B9)

but its contribution is small. Therefore, we neglect this
entire class of reactions in our study.

Another class of reactions is the neutral-current exci-
tation of oxygen [41]

ν + 16O → ν + X + γ . (B10)

Most of these reactions cannot be rejected by neutron
tagging. However, the total cross section for neutral-
current scattering, including the channels without final-
state γ, is smaller than for the charged-current νe reac-
tion [40]. Moreover, the γ energies are below 10 MeV,
and most of them even below our analysis threshold of
7 MeV. Therefore, we also neglect this class of reactions.

APPENDIX C: EVENT GENERATION

For the generation of each of the events the following
steps are performed:

1. The energy Eν of the reacting neutrino is chosen
according to Fν(Eν)σ(Eν). The energy Ee and the
scattering angle ϑ of the outgoing electron/positron
is chosen according to the differential cross-section
of the particular reaction.

2. The measured energy Edet of the scattered elec-
tron/positron is determined by adding Gaussian
noise with variance σ(Ee) =

√
EeE0, where E0 =

0.22 MeV. If Edet < Eth = 7 MeV, the event is not
used in the data analysis.

3. The measured position (φ, ϑ) of the event is simu-
lated according the angular resolution function of
Super-Kamiokande.

The angular resolution R(ℓ)dℓ is defined as the prob-
ability that inside two cones with opening angles ℓ and
ℓ + dℓ around the true direction the reconstructed direc-
tion is contained. Reference [21] gives numerical values
for the opening angle ℓ of a cone around the true direc-
tion which contains 68% of the reconstructed directions
as well as the values of R(ℓ) as a function of ℓ for var-
ious energies. An inspection by eye shows that R(ℓ) is
characterized by a large tail and cannot be well fitted by
a Gaussian distribution. Inspired by the Landau distri-
bution for energy losses, we have found that R(ℓ) is well
described by

R(ℓ) = C exp

$

−
x + e−x

2

%

sin(ℓ) , (C1)
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For the generation of each of the events the following
steps are performed:

1. The energy Eν of the reacting neutrino is chosen
according to Fν(Eν)σ(Eν). The energy Ee and the
scattering angle ϑ of the outgoing electron/positron
is chosen according to the differential cross-section
of the particular reaction.

2. The measured energy Edet of the scattered elec-
tron/positron is determined by adding Gaussian
noise with variance σ(Ee) =

√
EeE0, where E0 =

0.22 MeV. If Edet < Eth = 7 MeV, the event is not
used in the data analysis.

3. The measured position (φ, ϑ) of the event is simu-
lated according the angular resolution function of
Super-Kamiokande.

The angular resolution R(ℓ)dℓ is defined as the prob-
ability that inside two cones with opening angles ℓ and
ℓ + dℓ around the true direction the reconstructed direc-
tion is contained. Reference [21] gives numerical values
for the opening angle ℓ of a cone around the true direc-
tion which contains 68% of the reconstructed directions
as well as the values of R(ℓ) as a function of ℓ for var-
ious energies. An inspection by eye shows that R(ℓ) is
characterized by a large tail and cannot be well fitted by
a Gaussian distribution. Inspired by the Landau distri-
bution for energy losses, we have found that R(ℓ) is well
described by

R(ℓ) = C exp

$

−
x + e−x

2

%

sin(ℓ) , (C1)

Thanks to Owen Stone!
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• νe̅ + Oxygen CC: same, but with custom fit parameters

11.4

11.4



Event generation
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• is fast: In ~10 min, on my laptop … 

• 80k IBD events (1–1.5× SN@10kpc in 220kt) 

• 16k ES events (6–8×) 

• 200k νeO events (50–2500×) 

• 200k νe̅O events (50–300×) 

• is precise: 

• IBD/ES cross-section: ~1% precision 

• ν+Oxygen CC: ~10% ??? 

• still much smaller than the 
differences between SN models ➔ ➔ ➔



Comparison of 
Supernova Simulations
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Comparison of 
Supernova Simulations
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• Big differences between models: 
peak event rate, shape, mean energy, … 

• How well can we do model separation?  
(generate matrix of pairwise comparisons)



Summary
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• Hyper-K is the next step in the very successful Japan-
based neutrino research programme & will observe ~105 
events from next galactic supernova. 

• Developed a new supernova event generator that’s 
• fast (<15 min to generate signal from a fiducial SN in 1 HK tank) 

• precise (~1% level for two main interaction channels) 

• modular & extensible (currently supports 4 interaction channels and 

3 input formats, need just ~100 lines of code to add more) 
• open source (see https://github.com/JostMigenda/sntools) 

• Investigate model separation ability of Hyper-Kamiokande

https://github.com/JostMigenda/sntools


Backup Slides
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Status of Hyper-K
• Proto-Collaboration formed in 2015 

• now: 300 people in 15 countries 

• published Design Report and White Paper 
for 2nd tank in Korea in 2016

14

The Hyper-Kamiokande Timeline 

The Hyper-Kamiokande Experiment 6/July/2016 15 

FY 
2015 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Photosensor development 

Suvey, detailed design 

Access tunnels 

Cavity excavation Tank construction 

Photosensor production 

Sensor 
installation 

Water 
filling 

Operation 

Beam up to 1.3MW 

• 2018 - 2025 HK construction. 
• 2026 onwards CPV study, Atmospherics Q, Solar Q, Supernova 

Q, Proton decay searches, … 
• The 2nd identical tank starts operation 6yrs after the first one. 

Timeline for 1st tank (2nd tank up to 6 years later)

New members welcome!

KEK Preprint 2016-21 
ICRR-Report-701-2016-1

http://hyperk.org/?p=215

http://hyperk.org/?p=215


Changes for Low-E Physics
• lower overburden ➔ 2.7× higher  

spallation background 
• 2nd tank in Korea would have 

SK-like overburden 

• new PMTs with 2× timing resolution  
and 2× photon detection efficiency 

• better energy/vertex reconstruction ➔ 
lower bkgd & enhanced physics capabilities 

• lower energy threshold 
• R&D is still ongoing  

(e.g. mPMTs – MoU with KM3NeT) 

• build on experiences of SK-Gd

15
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R12860-R3600_カウントグラフ（Y軸） 
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各ポジションでのカウントをグラフ化（標準球のカウントを同じにした場合） 

このデータのカウント値は入射光子数が一定になる様補正してあるが、QEとCEの固体差が含まれている。
R12860とR3600では、同一光子数を入射したと仮定した場合のカウント値に歴然と差があることが分かる。 

	

	

		
	
	

M.Yokoyama (U.Tokyo)

• Better performance than SK-PMT (R3600)

• Photon detection efficiency ×2

• Timing resolution ×2

• Better pressure tolerance

• Enhance physics capability
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Alternative solutions studied internationally
(MoU with KM3NeT, …) 

R&D continues for further improvements

Enabling technology: new photosensor

50cm PMT 
Hamamatsu R12860


